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Introduction
For most subscription business owners and managers, the dreaded 
c-word needs no introduction. Churn can destroy your business fast 
and can seemingly come out of nowhere, taking your customers and 
your profits with it.

So how can you combat the storm, right the ship and make sure your 
business operates with the lowest possible churn? We’ve spoken 
to industry experts, researched the best solutions and gathered 
together all of our wisdom into this eBook to help you reduce your 
churn and retain more customers.

And because we know how busy you are, we’ve made sure that 
whilst some of these tips will take a while, others are immediately 
actionable and will set your churn figures on the right track as soon 
as you implement them.

Why? Because at Billsby, we’ve built subscription billing software 
that puts retaining your customers at the heart of everything you do. 
And whilst you can benefit from these tips using any billing system, 
throughout the guide, we’ll explain how Billsby can put our advice on 
auto pilot.

Once you’re done reading, our billing experts are standing by to 
answer your questions and get your feedback, too!

WWW.BILLSBY.COM | +1 855-934-0707 | +44 (0)800 090 3656
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1. Tackle early-life churn with proactive support

If you see customers cancelling early in the lifecycle - such as during a free trial, or within the first couple 
of months, chances are they didn’t get the opportunity to fully understand your service offering - or they 
encountered problems and gave up rather than seeking assistance.

Research shows that only 1 in 26 unhappy 
customers complain unprompted

Optimising your product to help these customers is 
as simple as understanding where the drop-off points 
are, and then offering help and support proactively. 

We typically recommend sending an email to 
customers who finish a setup process or tutorial 
part way through, contacting customers who aren’t 
logging in to your product or service as much or - 
for physical service providers - reaching out if you 
see your customers aren’t coming in and using their 
service. Even if they do churn, reaching out and 
understanding why will help you to improve your 
service for the next customer.

Much better than just wondering what’s going on.

Remind customers they can reach out with every invoice
With Billsby, every invoice is accompanied by the invoice sidebar, where you can proactively invite customers to 
contact you with any questions, or reach out for support. You can advertise tutorials and getting started content too.

This helps reduce both your churn and your chargebacks, because when customers don’t agree with their bill, 
they know who to talk to.
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Ask customers why they’re leaving before they leave
With Billsby, cancellation isn’t just about stopping payments. Our retention tools let you capture exit information 
before customers leave, and entice them to stay with targeted offers, discounts and proactive support prompts.

This means that customers who are on the fence will have every reason to stick around, and are much less likely 
to churn.

2. When customers leave, ask them why

Understanding the reasons customers leave is an essential part of your churn strategy, because you can 
use leaver data to make improvements for future customers. After all, you wouldn’t let an employee go 
without conducting an exit interview, so why wouldn’t you extend the same practice to your customers?

Free form builders like Typeform can be used to create simple exit surveys that you can display on 
your cancellation page or email out to customers after they leave. We recommend a simple, two-step 
approach (long, drawn out surveys don’t get many replies, after all!).

First, ask customers why they’ve left. We advocate for three options - I don’t use it anymore, it was 
too expensive and I switched to a competitor. These are the three main reasons people cancel most 
subscriptions - although for your specific business, other options might make sense.

Then, ask customers to expand with some free comments to help you really understand the reason they 
left. We recommend sifting through these comments for common strands, and using them to improve 
your service. You could even reach out to customers and ask them to expand on their thoughts - or try 
and win them back with a human connection.
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Get customer feedback with every email
Billsby includes a slot in every email you send out for your own content - a great place to add a feedback link so 
with every invoice you send out, you can be collecting more information about how your customers feel.

Plus, you can change up the footer content whenever you want, keeping things fresh and relevant for your customers.

3. Use in-life feedback to identify potential churn risks

Wouldn’t it be great to know that a customer was a churn risk before they even thought about leaving? 
In-life feedback is a great way to understand which of your customers aren’t as satisfied as they could 
be. This NPS email from Insurify is great, because customers can answer by just clicking one button.

Customers who rate their experience poorly could be added to a special list and reached out to, and 
customers who rate the service well could be invited to leave a review to help attract more customers 
to the service.
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Every service email is an opportunity to increase utilization
If your customer has opted-out of marketing messages, it might make it harder for you to reach out to them about 
reasons to come back and use your service. With Billsby, inside the service notifications we send, there’s an 
opportunity to include an eyecatching graphic advertisement.

You can use this to promote the events you’ve set up to help increase utilization.

4. Increase the utilization of your product

It’s a simple fact, but it’s true. Customers don’t cancel things they use - so increasing the utilization of 
your product is a sure-fire way to remain front of mind and deflect churn. For physical product companies 
like quip, this is insanely easy. Every morning, their customers wake-up and brush their teeth with their 
quip electric toothbrush - embedding the brand as part of their daily routine.

You might not be so lucky. But if your product has a physical location, think about running special events 
on certain days (like classes at gyms, or discounted events at membership clubs) to attract customers 
back in.

Software-as-a-Service companies can increase utilization by encouraging the use of their app for daily, 
weekly and monthly tasks. Task management app Basecamp uses check-in questions as a way to mail 
out a daily email and encourage users to log back in and engage with their service.

Media companies like Netflix use a recommendation engine to surface new content that keeps 
their customers coming back, and push out recommendations via email and social media to remind 
customers to check back in to the service. 

Even if your subscription is - by its nature - only delivered once a month - like a magazine subscription 
or a membership box, you can still increase product utilization by increasing the communication around 
your offering.

In week one, you send the box out - then in week two, email to get feedback on the box (tip three!), in 
week three, send another message to promote referrals (tip fourteen), in week four, tease the content 
of the box they’re about to receive, and then in week five, it’s shipping notification time - the box you’ve 
been hyping them for all month is here!
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Upgrades made easy
When customers move from monthly to annual plans mid-cycle, it’s important to ensure they get fair value. 
Billsby has integrated support for pro-rating, so we can automatically calculate the remaining value of the 
customers plan, and credit it towards their new one. This makes upgrading from monthly to annual plans easy, 
and is also essential for ensuring customers on annual plans still have the flexibility to upgrade to better tiers 
of service.

5. Charge upfront

The biggest secret to companies with low churn? They charge upfront with annual plans. According 
to the 2018 MRR churn study, companies with a high proportion of customers on annual plans see 
significantly reduced month-on-month revenue churn.

How significant? Well, companies in the study that didn’t use annual plans at all saw median churn rates 
of 10.4%. This dropped dramatically to 5.63% for companies who had between a quarter and half of their 
customers on annual contracts, and to 2.59% for companies with more than three-quarters of their base 
committed for the year.

Think about what point in the customer lifecycle it makes sense to ask for an annual commitment. You 
could soften the blow by offering a money-back guarantee to new annual customers for the first couple 
months of membership to overcome any objections around the commitment.

Some companies do this upfront by offering a discount - but you don’t necessarily need to do this to 
secure an annual deal. Perhaps you could offer additional services or an account manager instead. 
Business like Atlassian Statuspage encourage enterprise customers to subscribe annually by restricting 
the ability to pay via Purchase Order or invoice to yearly cycles.

Companies with mostly annual plans see 
about 75% less churn than those with only 

monthly plans
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The Billsby developer community
At Billsby, we automatically sign all of our new customers up to a developer community, where they can share 
their implementations, ask questions and get advice from others. Fostering this sense of community not only 
helps us to improve loyalty, but also acts as a way for us to provide support for complex technical queries 
requiring niche knowledge to answer - helping us to significantly reduce the workload for our service teams.

6. Create a community around your product

A simple fact - people like people. Building a community around your product can be one of the most 
effective ways to keep people coming back. Weight Watchers is more than just a calorie tracking 
alternative because of the community they build for their members - through both weekly meetings 
and an online social network. When customers stop paying, they don’t just lose access to tracking 
functionality, they lose access to the friends and advocates they’ve made along the way.

Building a community around your product can give people a really solid reason to stay, and doesn’t have 
to be expensive. An exclusive members forum or Facebook Group where customers can ask questions 
and share advice could be a really compelling way to engage people in group discussions and foster a 
sense of belonging amongst your customers.

For physical product businesses, providing a place for customers to share their reviews, upload photos 
and talk about what they got is both an incredible way of building loyalty and also an effective method 
for gathering testimonials and review content for you to sell your service to new customers.
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7. Remind customers how much value you’ve provided

UK cinema chain Cineworld offer an unlimited movies membership, where customers can pay a monthly 
fee to go to the cinema as much as they like. The service is sold on an initial 12 month contract, and 8 
weeks before it ends and rolls into month-to-month, they send out this email:

Why? To remind customers of the value that they deliver. Why would you cancel your membership when 
you’re achieving significant savings, and there’s more to look forward to in the future.

Sending emails like this can be a really powerful way to help customers see the results they’ve achieved 
from your product, and can be applied across a wide variety of industries. For example:

• Gyms could send clients updates on how many times they’ve visited, or how much weight they’ve lost

• A software-as-a-service task manager could send an update on how many tasks their customer has 
ticked off their list

• A membership club could tell a customer how many hours they’ve spent working and relaxing in 
the facility
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Unlock the tools that big companies use
Billsby Value Score lets you rate companies like enterprise companies do - looking at metrics like their payment 
history, and pulling data from other sources (like Zapier) to identify how good or bad a customer is.

Plus, it’s included with every Billsby account.

8. Identify your highest value customers

One of the biggest risks in any churn reduction strategy is focusing effort and marketing budget on the 
wrong customers. It’s important to understand how important a customer is when evaluating whether 
you should aim to avoid them churning or not.

Big companies have scoring systems to rate their customers on a scale - like 1 through 10 or A+ through 
F - considering every aspect of their account - from their payment history to how often they contact 
support to their propensity to use added value services.

You might not have the resources to build all of that, but you should still be able to look at a few metrics 
when determining if customers are worth saving:

• Average monthly value - The amount you make from your customer every month, after any discounts 
that might be associated with their account

• Contact rate - A customer that contacts your service team significantly more than average might not 
be worth saving

• Propensity to recommend - A customer who often refers friends and encourages others to try your 
subscription is likely very valuable
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Spend your surprise and delight budget wisely
Surprising and delighting your customers is an expensive business - so knowing who to reach out to is essential. 
This is where Billsby can help. 

Our value scores can show you which of your customers are the most important to your business, and you can keep 
track of outreach to your users with our notes feature - to make sure you don’t target the same customer twice.

9. Surprise and delight your customers

Customers love surprises, and it’s often worthwhile to find ways to surprise and delight your best 
customers, particularly if you believe they’re at risk of churn. Shoe retailer Zappos have been known to 
send customers gifts in the post apropos of nothing.

Your outreach doesn’t have to involve extravagant gifts though - you could also delight your customers in 
smaller ways - like a handwritten thank you note, advocating for your best customers with your product 
and development teams to ensure their voices are heard, or getting to know your best customers - so 
you can ask how their children are doing, or whether they found that new dog.

Humans like to deal with humans, and these small moments of joy can help customers to feel more 
connected to your business, so they’re less likely to shop around or look elsewhere for competing 
services, helping to reduce your churn rates and ensure that you remain front-of-mind.
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10. Make sure your product grows with your customers

Customers don’t stop using products that they love - but they do grow out of them.

For example, a weight loss coach will lose his clients when they achieve their target weight, because 
they no longer need his services.

If you’re not running out of overweight clients to train, this kind of churn might be a good thing - your 
service is working, and you’ll have a great testimonial to attract new clients. But when the world runs 
out of overweight people, or you want to expand the market you initially defined, you’ll need to adapt 
your business.

Using the survey data you collected in tip 2, and collating it with information about when the customer 
cancelled, and how old their account was, you might glean some interesting information.

For example, an eLearning website might discover that after six months, customers cancel because they 
don’t use the service anymore. This would be an indication that the learning service needs to either add 
new content more regularly, or hold some content back and only unlock it at the six-month mark.

In entertainment, Netflix are the kings of this strategy. Have you noticed how whenever you finish a 
Netflix Original series, there’s another one that interests you just around the corner? By phasing the 
delivery of content in this way, Netflix ensure there’s always plenty for their customers to watch, so they 
don’t outgrow the service.

If you’re a Software-as-a-Service company, you might find insight from other metrics too. For example, if 
you find customers often quit after they scale past five users, this might indicate your app needs to have 
better teamwork and collaboration tools.
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Self-service made simple
With Billsby, self-service account management widgets 
make the task of allowing customers to update their 
subscription trivial. Just use our simple drop-in code 
to provide customers with a perfectly branded account 
management experience in seconds.

11. Have great customer service

Ready for a startling fact? Here it is:

It’s startling because it’s such an easy problem to fix! Investing in providing high quality service is one of 
the simplest things you can do to if your aim is to reduce or eradicate churn in your business.

If you’ve not got the budget to bring on extra staff, consider improving your selfservice tools - we now 
know that 76% of US consumers expect an efficient self-service experience to be available on the 
website of companies they use. They don’t want to wait around for you to be ready to help them.

For bonus points, analyse how much more likely customers who contact service are to churn in the next 
six months, whether their issue was solved or not. This’ll show you how much money is on the table for 
you if you improve your service experience.

Research from Forum Corporation shows 
that 70% of customers cite poor service as a 

churn reason
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Offer discounts at exactly the right time
When your customer tries to cancel a subscription in Billsby, we can automatically offer them your choice of 
discount or coupon, just a moment before their cancellation would otherwise go through.

A great way to retain customers, whilst making sure the offer is only apparent to people who are really thinking 
of leaving.

12. Offer discounts to long term customers

Customers who’ve been using your product a long time are cheaper to serve (because they don’t have 
any questions!) but also may not be getting as much value anymore - particularly if you’re selling an 
information product. However, they’re still a potential source of revenue, and may even be able to help 
new customers. So to avoid them churning away, it might be worth offering them a discounted rate.

After all, something is better than nothing. WeightWatchers know this - and when customers hit their 
goal weight - they make them a gold member. They get 100% off going to meetings (because in meetings 
they help to inspire and motivate other members - they’re a sales tool!) and a discounted rate for online 
tools so that a revenue opportunity is still available.

Deciding the size and nature of the discount you want to offer is up to you, and will depend on your 
business and profit margins - but one thought worth remembering is that discounts don’t have to last 
forever. Offering a limited time discount for a certain amount may lead to the customer re-engaging with 
your service, and then being willing to pay the full price again afterwards (if they’re not, you can always 
offer them the promotion again!).
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Promote resources in every service email
If your customer has opted-out of marketing messages, it might make it harder for you to share the latest 
resources and updates you’ve made available. With Billsby, inside the service notifications we send, there’s an 
opportunity to include an eye-catching graphic advertisement.

You can share your resources in this format to add value to your invoice emails.

13. Actively market to your 
existing customers

As marketers, we spend so much time promoting 
our service to new customers that it can be easy 
to forget marketing to your existing customers 
too. Resources and materials you produce for new 
customers are probably just as relevant for your 
existing base - and there’s no extra cost in sharing 
the resources you’ve created with them.

At Billsby, we use Intercom to share resources like 
the one you’re reading with our existing customer 
base by sending a quick message out - but you 
could use whatever channel you prefer.

Sharing resources will help remind customers that 
you value them, you know they exist and you’ve 
not forgotten about them since they signed up - 
helping to reduce churn.

This isn’t the only benefit though - when you 
reach out to your existing customers in this way, 
you can encourage them to share the resources 
you’ve produced with other people they know, too 
- helping you to capture new leads and business 
opportunities from your existing base.

More on that in the next tip.
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14. Encourage users to refer others

Referral marketing is an incredible powerful way to reduce churn, with three very good reasons:

1. Your most loyal customers are the most likely to refer friends - and they also understand what your 
product is all about, can help your new customer through onboarding and getting started, and will 
have a really strong understanding of what the benefits of your product are - so they’ll refer stickier 
customers.

2. Remember when we discussed community in tip six? This applies doubly so here. Whatever 
your product, your customers are more likely to stick with it if they’re doing it together. Whether 
they’re working out together at the gym, learning a new piece of software together or opening your 
subscription box at the same time.

3. The terms of your referral program can make rewards contingent on both parties remaining a 
customer - for example, you could say “Earn $50 per referral after three months - as long as you’re 
still a customer, too.”

Starting a referral marketing program can be as easy as sending out some emails, doing it manually 
and testing the waters with clients before figuring out a full blown solution - which also gives you the 
opportunity to test out a wide variety of incentives and rewards.
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15. Partner with other tools and services your customers use

Partnerships with other tools and services your customers use can be a win-win, getting you both more 
customers and reducing the chance of churn for either products. For software-as-a-service companies, 
this could mean completing direct integration work, so that your app works perfectly with the other apps 
in your customer workflow.

Media businesses are hooking up partnerships too - with Spotify working alongside Headspace to offer 
subscription packages to distinct, yet complimentary products, and Disney+ have announced a bundle 
combining their new streaming service with Hulu and ESPN for one price.

Bundles and partnerships can also be applied to physical businesses - if you run a sports club, could 
you work with a local health food shop or nutritionist to offer your customers an exclusive discount and 
give them a reason to stay? Or could your subscription box company offer bundles with complimentary 
offerings - like a clothing box company working with a make-up brand?

By bundling services together, you’re helping contribute to either the consumers lifestyle or the 
businesses processes and journeys, depending on the customer. Both of these actions are very likely to 
reduce the risk of churn.
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16. Make sure existing users adopt new features

You’ve analysed the competition, looked at industry trends and worked hard on introducing new features 
and product offerings to make your solution the most competitive out there - but your existing customers 
aren’t using the new features, and you’re still seeing the same level of churn. Why? They probably just 
don’t know about them.

Don’t forget that when you add new features to your subscription, you need to go through the process 
of re-onboarding your existing customers so that they’re aware they exist, how they work, and how they 
can use them as part of their existing workflow.

If you have an account management team, this is an excellent opportunity for them to reach out to high 
value or at risk customers and re-engage them around the new features that are available, explaining 
how they add value for their business.

For consumer services, tools like push notifications in-apps, letters and email campaigns and physical 
signs and posters serve a similar purpose. And if you’re selling a product through the post - don’t forget 
the power of dropping in a leaflet.

You could even run a preview or beta program to give 
your best customers access to new features first, using 
their feedback to drive changes in the product - or to 
collect case studies and testimonials ready for your 
wider user base.

Customers who use your latest features are a lot less 
likely to churn.

Promote new features in emails and 
invoices
Don’t forget that with Billsby, every invoice, email and customer communication is an opportunity to re-engage 
your customers by telling them about the latest features.

This enables you to engage customers and remind them of the value you provide on the same screen as their bill.
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17. Give customers the chance to pause

Sometimes, customers cancel because it’s the only option, when actually a pause would be more 
appropriate - like when someone becomes pregnant and is considering cancelling their gym membership, 
or when a project is put on the back-burner for a little while, so your tool is no longer in active use.

You might decide to offer pause for free a a courtesy, make a one-time charge for pausing a subscription, 
or just offer a discounted membership level - depending on the costs to your business of keeping an 
account in a dormant state.

One benefit of continuing to charge a steeply discounted rate is that a paused account still generates 
invoices and billing activity, giving you an opportunity to re-engage your customer each month whilst 
they’re away.

However, with a free pause, you can comfortably set time limits, automatically reverting the subscription 
to a paid state at the end of the agreed time.

Pausing subscriptions made easy
Billsby allows you to setup time limited pauses for customers subscriptions in their account, and returns a paused 
status in our API whilst a pause is in place, so you can update business rules and procedures accordingly. When 
it’s time to resume, your customer will automatically start being billed again, and have their status updated, so 
that their subscription can carry on as normal without any problems - helping to reduce service costs associated 
with subscription management.
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18. Offer enhancements to your service for loyal customers

In tip seven, we showed you how Cineworld reminds customer of the value they deliver near renewal time 
- but they’ve another churn busting tip up their sleeves, too. At the end of the twelve month minimum 
term, Cineworld upgrade customers to a premium version of their unlimited cinema membership at no 
extra charge.

If customers cancel their membership after the free upgrade, and then sign up again, they’re restricted 
back down to the standard level of service. This is a serious incentive not to cancel just because they’re 
away for a couple of months, or there aren’t any good movies coming out.

In your business, you could:

• Offer access to exclusive classes or sessions for longer term clients

• Make your beta program exclusive to customers who’ve used your services for a long period of time

• Provide priority service to long-standing customers
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19. Take and act on feature requests

Often, customers churn because they want features that you don’t offer or services that you don’t 
provide. Taking feature requests from your customers can be one of the most powerful ways to combat 
churn, as long as you always follow up and provide updates to customers, so they know how their 
request is going.

At Billsby, we use Canny to manage feature requests - but there are lots of other options out there, so it’s 
worth researching and finding the tool that’s right for you. If you’re a physical company, you could go low 
tech too, with comment cards or an ideas box - but think about how you’ll communicate the changes you 
make back to your customers - remember tip 16, if they don’t know it exists, it won’t help reduce churn!

Once you’ve got a customers feature request, capitalize on all of the opportunities you’ve created to 
communicate. Share the request with other customers to get their insight too, ask for ideas and share 
comments and progress updates, and email all customers when the new feature is completed and 
implemented.

This way, you’ll not only deliver the new features that stop your customers from leaving, but also foster 
a sense of community around your product as we discussed in our sixth tip.

At Billsby, we’ll take your feedback seriously
Every feature request made by a customer or prospect at Billsby is logged in our feature requests system, where 
we prioritize your requirements and determine what to do next - and in what order. When you make a feature 
request to us, we won’t forget it - and we’ll keep it logged and keep you up to date. If you’re interested in Billsby, 
but we don’t have a killer feature you need to successfully operate your business yet - let us know. It could be the 
next great Billsby service.
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20. Provide training and masterclasses

If your product is hard to master, training and masterclasses can be a really powerful way to reduce 
churn. Offering complimentary training and certification in your product to loyal customers, and 
providing certification to employees, will make your product incredibly sticky, and could even be an extra 
revenue line for your business

Zendesk offer a wide variety of online and in-person training and certifications to make customers 
experts on their product range and encourage them to try using more features - reducing churn, as well 
as developing an internal community at their large customers of Zendesk certified experts.
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Conclusion
We hope you’ve found this guide useful and it’s given you some 

ideas to tackle churn in your business.

Billsby is subscription management software built from the ground-
up not just to collect recurring payments, but also to help you reduce 

churn and increase the success of your subscription business.

We believe every business deserves the best possible subscription 
management software. That’s why when you try Billsby, you make 

the first $50,000 of revenue you generate entirely on us, with no 
fees - and after that, our pricing is incredibly competitive, with no 

compulsory monthly charges for all the features you need to drive 
your business forwards.

Start with $50,000 for free at billsby.co/churn50k, where you 
can also see demonstrations of all of the churn busting features 

mentioned in our guide, and book a free call with one of our billing 
experts, if you’d like.

Finally, we’d love to hear your feedback on this eBook, and for you 
to share it with others, too! On Twitter, you can tag us @billsbysaas 

and the easiest way to share the book is by using the special link 
billsby.co/sharechurn - it’ll take your followers straight to the 

download page.


